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The presumption of commorientes or survivorship is defined as the
order of death between several deceased persons perished in the same
disaster among which there was Transfer-On-Death arrangement. No
matter the Transfer-On-Death arrangement is a will or life insurance. This
thesis based itself on jurisprudent and empirical analysis which give
theory tool to re-establish the Chinese version presumption of
commorientes.
In the jurisprudent analysis about commorientes, this thesis analyzes
the concept itself and the environment in which the concept operates
which solve the conflict between abstract character of concept and reality
and show the unavoidable subjective character of social science which
explain why the legal presumption of commorientes should keep friendly
distance with medical standard on death.The presumption of
commorientes in legal sense is not a resolution about the death time but a
resolution about the assign the rights and duties among people.
In the empirical analysis about commorientes, this thesis grossly
categorized law as Roman-Civil Law Family and Case Law Family. The
existed and existing statutes on commorientes in the two families are
analyzed in order to find the best plan for China.
In the last part which design the Chinese version of presumption of
commorientes, this thesis analyzed the existing problems the conflict
between Article 2 from the Judicial Opinions on the Inheritance Law of
The People's Republic of China and the Article 42 from the Insurance
Law of The People's Republic of China firstly and secondly design the
Chinese 120-Hour Clause for the resolution of commorientes which
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